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A spellbinding biography of Fridtjof Nansen, the 
pioneer of polar exploration, with a spotlight on his 
harrowing three-year journey to the top of the world.

An explorer who many adventurers argue ranks 
alongside polar celebrity Ernest Shackleton, Fridtjof 
Nansen contributed tremendous amounts of new 
information to our knowledge about the Polar Arctic. At 
a time when the North Pole was still undiscovered 
territory, he attempted the journey in a way that most 
experts thought was mad: Nansen purposefully locked his 
ship in ice for two years in order to float northward along 
the currents. Richly illustrated with historic photographs, 
this riveting account of Nansen's Arctic expedition 
celebrates the legacy of an extraordinary adventurer who 
pushed the boundaries of human exploration to further 
science into the twentieth century.
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This is the final group photograph before Nansen and Johansen  
take off toward the North Pole.

E ACH MIL E A  N E W REC  ORD

March 14

B EFORE NANSEN AND Johansen left the ship, the Fram 
reached the farthest north any  human had ever traveled (84° 

north latitude, or 360 nautical miles from the pole), beating 
Lockwood’s rec ord for the Greely Expedition by thirty- six miles. 
Also, the  giant red rim of the sun  rose above the horizon for the 
first time that year.

The crew of the Fram fired a farewell cannon salute. The wind 
shredded the shouts of good- bye and good luck.

Snow, sky— a blast of hazy white ahead— the ice stretched out 
in all directions, seemingly forever. Nansen skied out front. The 
dogs yipped at the wind that whipped their ears. Johansen shouted 
“Sass!”— which meant “Mush!” in the Sami language.

When the twenty- eight dogs jerked the sled runners  free, the 
yelping ceased. The dogs started to tug the heavy loads, slowly at 
first, then faster as they worked in unison.

Fi nally,  after eigh teen snail- crawling months aboard the Fram, 
Nansen was thrilled to be leaving the ship, his third and final attempt 
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to set out. Two previous attempts had ended in returning to the ship 
to reduce the number of sleds, lighten the loads, and fix broken equip-
ment. Johansen had thought it odd that Nansen should make so many 
changes to their gear at the very last minute. In fact, Johansen contin-
ued to won der what it would be like to travel with Mr. Nansen, as he 
called the expedition leader. Nansen, always capable and industrious,  
could be severe and moody in his drive to succeed.

The last hour before Nansen and Johansen’s departure.  
(H. Johansen second from the left, and Fridtjof Nansen second from the right).

At −42° Celsius, or −43.6° Fahrenheit, the deep cold made the 
snow as slick as sand. The slightest incline brought the sleds to an 
abrupt halt. Finding reliable footing to start up again was extremely 
difficult. One sled kept tumbling over. The two men strained to get 
it righted, only to be disappointed as it toppled again.

Supporting their comrades, five of their shipmates chose to start 
out with Nansen and Johansen, to keep them com pany for a few 
miles. Sverdrup and Mogstad  were the first to turn back. Mogstad 

left with one broken ski  because Johansen had already broken one of 
his skis in the first few miles and now borrowed one from Mogstad.

The other three—Scott-Hansen, Hendriksen, and Pettersen—
traveled the entire seven miles of the first day and slept beside 
Nansen’s tent in a snow hut they built around their skis and poles.

Settling down for the night, the dogs dug nests in the snow and 
curled up with their tails over their noses and feet to keep them 
from freezing.

After breakfast the three loyal shipmates helped lash all the gear 
onto the sleds and harness the yelping dogs. They shook hands one 
last time, then turned back toward the ship.

In the distance, Peder Hendriksen stood on top of an ice hummock,
watching the two men and twenty-eight dogs disappear into the frozen
wasteland. Nansen wondered what Peder could be thinking. Perhaps he
was sad because he might never see Nansen and Johansen again.

Peder Leonard Hendriksen gazing at the Fram.
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Nansen led his team out front, his sled pulled by Kvik (Quick), 
Baro, Lilleræven ( Little Fox), Sjøliget (Strumpet), Narrifas 
(Trickster), Freia, Barbara, Potiphar, and Klapperslangen 
(Rattlesnake). The  middle sled was pulled by Suggen (Thug), 
Baby, Haren (Hare), Gulen (Yellow), Flint, Kaifas, Blok (Block), 
Bjelki, and Sultan. Johansen followed up in the rear with Barabbas, 
Kvindfolket ( Woman), Perpetuum, Katta (Cat), Livjægeren (Life 
Hunter), Storræven (Big Fox), Russen (the Rus sian), Isbjørn (Polar 
Bear), Pan, and Ulenka.

When the ice flattened out, Nansen found comfort in the sound 
of the dogs panting and the tread of their padded feet as they pulled 
the sleds across smoother ice. Then, suddenly, the ice vanished. At 
the edge of a long arm of open  water, called a lead, the wind and sea 
currents had pulled apart separate ice floes the size of city blocks.

Nansen could see the  water opening up in front of him. Even at 
−40°C (−40°F), the Arctic pack ice was in constant motion. To con-
tinue north, they would have to detour around the widening lead, 
their journey zigzagging to avoid  water lanes that kept appearing 
and disappearing.

Nansen drove his sled into the knifing wind, looking for a safe 
place to cross. The ice froze his eyelashes. He battled to keep his 
eyes open to see where he was  going. When his eyes froze shut, he 
rubbed them with his big wolf- skin gloves.

“Sass!” Nansen shouted at the struggling dogs. “Sass!” But the 
dogs halted once again. Jumbled ridges of frozen ocean as high as 
 houses blocked their route north.  Here was a preview of hazards to 
come and the months of backbreaking work ahead.  These massive ice 
formations, or pressure ridges as they are known to Arctic explorers, are 

the nightmare of polar travel. A pressure ridge is the big frozen hill 
that forms when two sheets, or pans, of ice are pressed together.

The men began to work the first sled inch by inch over the crest, 
keeping a line on the sled to prevent it from tumbling over. But it 
was useless. The weight of the supplies toppled the sled again, and 
fragments of ice tore into the fragile canvas kayak, ripping it badly 
and making it unseaworthy.

If they could just lighten their loads, Nansen thought, how much 
faster the sleds would move. Yet he knew it would be weeks before 
the dogs and the men could eat enough supplies to make the sleds 
lighter and easier to work over  these ridges.

Nansen and Johansen lifting a sledge over rough ice.
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Nansen’s hands ached whenever he took off his gloves to un-
tangle the dogs’ traces (the leather straps connecting the dogs to 
each other and to the sled). Cracking his whip, shouting at the 
dogs, throwing his shoulders into his work, thirty- three- year- old 
Fridtjof Nansen strained to lift his heavy sled over the endless 
blocks of ice.

Even with his single focus on moving forward, a small part of 
him, he admitted, longed to be back on the Fram, sitting in the 
warm saloon by the sizzling, potbellied stove, enjoying the laugh-
ter and com pany of the crew. That camaraderie of his men had 
helped him during the long, slow drift of the Fram through two 
polar winters, when the sun refused to rise above the horizon. But 
this, too, felt good, to be moving again, with the sun returning to 
the sky.

 After battling the ice for hours, the dogs and the men needed 
rest. When they found a place to camp  behind a ridge of ice, out 
of the wind, Johansen tied up and fed the dogs while Nansen 
pitched the tent and filled the pot with ice to melt. He lit the 
burner and started supper, a Norwegian stew of pemmican and 
dried potatoes.

They huddled together in the midst of the frozen polar sea, as 
the wind screamed and the tent f lapped so loudly that the men 
had to shout to be heard. Johansen stepped outside and began 
pacing back and forth to warm his stiffened limbs. As Nansen 
smoked his pipe, he knew this run to the pole might be a fool’s 
mission. It was certainly a race against time. The short Arctic 
summer would be  here soon, and the ice would break up. Could 

they reach the North Pole, then turn south to find land, in only 
one hundred days?

That night Nansen and Johansen wedged themselves fully 
dressed into the tight double sleeping bag, their bodies snug to-
gether, their frozen clothes slowly melting around them. Since the 
two men preferred not to sleep face- to- face in such close quarters, 
whenever one man turned over, the other man turned over too. 
They turned and turned, their breath steaming up the bag, moist-
ening it from the inside out. With  little way to dry the bag the next 
day, the moisture would freeze, adding weight that the dogs had to 
tug valiantly over the ridges.

The two men haul their kayaks over the pressure ridges. 
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T H E C OL D

March 18

A T −40°C (−40°F), it took a lot of effort to get up and 
hit the trail. Johansen tossed and turned, and turned 

over one more time before jumping out of the bag to start the stove. 
The two men ate oatmeal in silence. They spent hours lashing their 
gear and harnessing the dogs, whose double coats of fur, one outer 
to keep the snow away from their bodies and the other a waterproof 
inner coat for insulation, had kept them warm throughout the night 
in the snow nests they dug.

Nansen made sure the lashings  were tight. Every thing had to be 
tied down correctly for the rugged trek. The dogs yipped and danced 
about, anxious to move forward. The eagerness of the dogs cheered 
the men onward.

Drawing by Nansen: Traveling smoother ground.

“Sass! Sass!” Nansen shouted, and off they went over a bit of 
smooth ice. The dogs seemed to be in good spirits. They loved 
 running in harness; they  were born to pull. Their body heat and hot 
breath formed clouds of fog as they pumped and clawed at the ice. 
The two men  were averaging about nine miles a day when a frozen 
spike tore a big hole in a sack of fish flour. All the precious food 
sifted onto the snow.

For an hour they gathered up as much flour as they could, shoo-
ing away the dogs, then continued onward  until the sledgemeter 
broke against a frozen ledge. They lashed it together. Then Nansen 
discovered he had left his pocket compass on a hummock on the 
trail. Johansen volunteered to go back to retrieve it.

The next day the sledgemeter fell off somewhere along the trail, 
and Nansen deci ded it would be useless to go back and look for it. 
Now they would no longer know the exact distance they traveled on 
the ice each day.

They  were delayed when the first dog grew sick and was unable 
to pull a sled. Livjægeren (pronounced leave-YA-ger-en) was nearly 
strangled in the traces, and Johansen had to cut him  free so the 
other dogs would not trample him to death.  After that, Livjægeren 
roamed loose  until the men realized they had not seen him in hours. 
Nansen skied back to their previous campsite to fetch the sick dog, 
who had curled up on the spot where the tent had been pitched.

A week  after leaving the Fram, the weather was perfect for travel-
ing, clear skies and brilliant orange sunsets. But the sun was very low 
on the horizon and not very intense, so it remained cold all day. From 
the hard work of travel, their sweat seeped through layer upon layer of 
clothing,  until even their outer clothes turned into suits of ice armor.
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Two dogs on the ice.

Temperatures are relative traveling in the Arctic. Under nor-
mal circumstances, −40°C (−40°F) might feel miserable, but here
at the top of the world, it seemed bearable. When the two men
stopped to camp, the deep cold froze their noses and made them
ache all over.

Some nights they made a meal of f lour, butter, and fishmeal.
Other nights, a soup of peas, beans, or lentils with bread and pem-
mican. Then they dove for what Nansen called their “dear” sleep-
ing bag. At first, it was painful to wear those layers of stiff clothes
inside the bag. But the bag was always the reward after a long,
hard day’s work.

The frozen sleeve of Nansen’s coat rubbed deep sores into his 
wrist. Frostbite had nearly reached the bone. In Nansen’s day, frost-
bite was treated by warming the affected skin slowly, rubbing it with 
snow or immersing it in cold water. Today, frostbite is treated differ-
ently; much more of the tissue can be saved if the affected parts are 
warmed quickly, as in a hot bath if it’s available, which of course for 
Nansen it was not. Johansen’s finger also got frostbitten, so Nansen 
rubbed it with snow to get it working again.

One clear morning, the travel seemed so easy that Nansen had 
the hopeful idea they could reach the pole in much less time than 
he’d planned.

“Sass!” Johansen’s voice grew hoarse from shouting at the dogs. 
His back ached from the heavy work of maneuvering the sleds over 
ridges of slabs and righting the sleds when they toppled over.

FIRS T DOG to  DIE

March 24

T HE SLEDS CAME to an abrupt stop in front of a wall of 
ice. The dogs, as usual, had been  eager that morning to 

begin the journey, but now they suddenly refused to pull. Yipping 
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and yowling, they jumped over each other’s traces, making a tan-
gled mess. Even though it was −45°C (−49°F), the men took off 
their gloves and, with frozen, bleeding fin gers, untangled the 
lines. This was the worst ice encountered so far.

Fighting a stiff northeast wind, they lifted the sleds over pres-
sure ridges, making only a few miles that day. Even so, Nansen
was encouraged by the lengthening hours of daylight, which meant
they could travel almost any time of day or night. Soon it would be
polar day, that strange occurrence near the poles when the sun
never sets. That is why the Arctic is called the “Land of the
Midnight Sun.” From mid-April until mid-September, at the lati-
tude where they were traveling, the sun does not set, but circles
above the horizon all day long.

When Livjægeren grew too weak to pull, Nansen made the
difficult decision to let him go. He was the first of the twenty-
eight dogs to die. Nansen admitted this was “some of the most
disagreeable work” he had to do on the whole trip, particularly at
the beginning of the journey.

When they passed out the cut-up remains of Livjægeren to the
other dogs to eat, some chose to go without supper. As the trip
progressed, however, the weary dogs would get much hungrier.

Nansen and Johansen turned away their eyes and hardened
their hearts. They loved their dogs and treated them well when
they were traveling, but if one grew too weak to pull, it became
food to keep the other dogs alive and to make this trip possible.
Survival depended on a dog’s ability to pull.

Their sleds and kayaks.

T HE ICE ,  T HE ROU T IN E , 
T HE DOG S

March 28

N ANSEN GREW SO exhausted that his eyes closed, his 
head dropped to his chest, and he slept as he trudged 

along, only to be awakened when he fell forward on his skis. The 
cold, damp nights kept the travelers awake even when they tried to 
sleep in the bag.
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The two men aimed for nine or ten hours of travel a day. They 
rarely spoke to each other as they worked their sleds over the ice 
fields, the teams sometimes getting separated by hundreds of 
yards. For short breaks, they would come together to sit on their 
sleds or the sleeping bag, roll themselves up in blankets, and in 
silence eat a lunch of bread and butter, adding a  little pemmican or 
liver pâté. For extra energy, they might gobble a few chunks of 
meat- chocolate. When the temperature from the windchill 
dropped below −51°C (−60°F), they paced back and forth, eating 
as they walked.

To avoid the famous Arctic thirst that had plagued so many 
northern sled journeys, when men  were working so hard their bod-
ies became wet with perspiration, each man carried a flask of  water 
inside their jackets to keep it from freezing. Unlike in Greenland, 
however, Nansen found he hardly needed  water at all and was satis-
fied sucking on a piece of ice during the day.

A few dogs gnawed through their traces and got loose, and the 
men scrambled to catch them. This  wasn’t so easy. They spliced the 
tattered traces together. One of the dogs, Russen, was so challeng-
ing, they made his harness out of wire, but he managed to gnaw the 
traces of another dog and set that one  free. Much time was lost 
when dogs got loose.

Nansen took a navigational reading to discover they  were only at 
85°30′ N, or two hundred seventy nautical miles from the pole. He 
had thought for sure  they’d be thirty- five miles farther along. The 
ice must be drifting southward, he thought, disappointed, making our 
journey much longer.

CR ACK ING ICE 
A N D OPEN ING L E ADS

March 29

T HE TWO MEN came to an area of tightly packed ice, but 
the snow hid deep cracks. One team of dogs suddenly dis-

appeared into a hole in the ice, along with the sled. Quickly, the 
men jumped down and unloaded the gear. They hauled out the sup-
plies, pack by pack, with ropes. Then each dog had to be lifted. The 
unbroken sled was carefully dragged up and had to be reloaded be-
fore they could set off again.

Nansen noticed the weather changing, the temperature rising to a 
balmy −30°C (−22°F), which they called “pure summer.” The two 
men set off over a trail of good ice with light hearts and a southerly 
wind at their backs. But again they came to an opening lead and had 
to scramble to run one sled across. They jumped back as the lead wid-
ened rapidly. Johansen managed to jump to the other side, throwing 
his chest over the ice edge, but dunking his legs in the  water.

Cracks and leads in the ice.
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 Here was a big prob lem. Nansen and two sleds  were on one side 
of the gap; Johansen, on the opposite side, was stranded and moving 
away from his partner with the rapid drift of the ice. Johansen’s wet 
clothes quickly froze. To keep warm, he sprinted around the bark-
ing dogs, f lapping his arms.

The tent and the stove  were on Nansen’s side of the lead, and the 
fragile kayaks  were riddled with holes. They would be useless  until 
they could be repaired.

Nansen began desperately to search for a way to cross the wid-
ening  water. He made a long detour and fi nally found a crossing 
place but had difficulty on such delicate ice getting his two teams of 
dogs and sleds over to the other side.

When Nansen reached Johansen, he was amazed to see the ice 
was flat and easier for travel. Since they had to move rapidly to reach 
the North Pole in time, Nansen gave  orders to push onward. “Sass,” 
he shouted at the dogs.

Johansen followed, his frozen clothes rattling as he walked. He
wondered how Nansen could ignore the sound. Johansen’s wind pants
had torn from his fall, too, and he wanted to get into dry clothes. For
a while Johansen kept silent, but when he saw that Nansen had no
intention of stopping soon, he spoke up. He said they needed to camp
so he could get out of his clothes and mend his wind pants.

Annoyed at possibly losing the rest of the fine day, Nansen shot 
back, “My God, it’s not like we’re womenfolk.”

Johansen said no more, and they marched on in stony silence 
until Nansen found a place to pitch the tent. As Johansen took off 
his trousers caked with ice, he knew he would not forget the way 
Nansen had been unfair to him.

DESPER AT E WORK

April 2–4

N O SOONER HAD they spread out the sleeping bag than 
Nansen fell asleep, food in hand. In a dream, he walked 

into a cold dining room with hot dishes steaming on the table, in-
cluding a beautiful, fat goose. Other guests were arriving, so he 
went outside to greet them, but stumbled right into deep snow. He 
heard someone laughing and woke to find himself shivering in a 
sleeping bag on the drift ice in the far north. Which made him feel 
absolutely miserable.

Next day, he and Johansen dragged their bodies out of the warm, 
soggy bag, silently packed their gear, harnessed the dogs, and drove 
onward all day and into the sunlit night. Johansen wanted to turn 
around. He wrote in his journal that “we  ought not to tempt Fate by 
continuing much further north.”

Northwards through the Drift Snow, April 1895, by H. Egidius based on a photo by Nansen.
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With ice floes in motion around them and massive blocks of ice 
to hurdle, Nansen also wondered if it was  really pos si ble to go one 
inch farther in this icy bedlam.

He looked down at his watch to see it was barely ticking. He
checked with Johansen and found that Johansen’s watch had com-
pletely stopped. The two men had been working so hard the last
few hours that they had forgotten to wind their watches. If they
did not know the time of day, they could not know exactly where
they were on the planet. It would be impossible to use their navi-
gational instruments to tell them their longitude, how far east or
west they were. Nansen would have to do his best to figure out
where they were by dead reckoning, calculating their position
based on previous readings and distances traveled, but this calcu-
lation would be complicated by the fast-moving ice carrying them
in different directions, often contrary to where they were headed.
Keeping at least one watch running at all times was essential.

Nansen climbed a hill of ice and looked out to report: “noth-
ing but ridge after ridge and long stretches of old rubble ice with
very deep snow and lanes here and there.” The dogs could not
work any harder.

Nansen wished he had brought more dogs. Ice debris and open
water hindered another day of travel. Slogging beside his sled,
Nansen splashed into the water. He managed to grab the back of
his sled, and the dogs dug their paws into the ice and dragged the
sled and Nansen out. But so much chaos of ice made it impossible
to stop or camp, to change clothes and get dry. So for the rest of
the day, Nansen wore a “chain mail of ice.”

Polar landscape in the spring.

FAR T HES T NOR T H

April 7

G AZING NORTHWARD FROM the top of a thirty- foot ridge, 
Nansen looked out at an impassable mess of frozen blocks 

stretching to the horizon.  Here he deci ded to travel one final day. 
Just possibly, he thought, a path might open up. But he knew this was 
wishful thinking.
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Packed ice on the horizon.

They started out around two in the morning, but even giants
would get tired lifting sleds over such treacherous ice. Nansen
skied ahead. He climbed the highest hummock, praying he’d find
a way forward.

 After only four miles, Nansen made the agonizing decision to 
end his quest for the pole. With Arctic summer fast approaching, 
they needed sufficient time in the shrinking ice to find land hun-
dreds of miles to the south. It was far from certain that they would 
succeed at even that. In fact, the islands of Franz Josef Land  were 
now farther away than the pole itself, and the men  were dangerously 
low on food. They would need to hunt for animals soon.

Less than a month out from the Fram, with a heavy heart, 
Nansen’s dream to be the first to reach the North Pole was dashed 
on the impenetrable ice ridges and open leads ahead. This would 
have to be the spot: 86°14′N, or 232 nautical miles from the pole. It 
was the farthest north any human had ever traveled, 174 miles far-
ther than the record set by Greely thirteen years before.

Nansen and Johansen set up their most northerly camp. They 
raised the Norwegian flag and made the best of their situation with 
a celebratory meal of pemmican and dried-potato stew, bread and 
butter, dried chocolate, stewed whortleberries, and hot whey drink. 
Johansen called it a party. Johansen was happy they were finally 
turning around.

Northernmost campsite at 86°14′N.
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They dove for their sleeping bag. Below was the deep Arctic 
Ocean, two and a half miles of polar  water to the bottom.

Tomorrow they would “bow to the inevitable,” turn their “ faces 
in the direction of warmer climes,” and return to their families, if 
they could survive.

Tomorrow they would aim their sights at Cape Fligely, on Rudolf 
Island, in the archipelago of Franz Josef Land, a small, uncertain 
target more than three hundred miles away. Tomorrow would also 
begin the longest and most difficult phase of their epic strug gle— 
another fourteen months trying to stay alive in the high Arctic.
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If you're enjoying Locked In Ice , head 
over to Amazon for the full text. Over 
three hundred pages filled with 
Nansen's incredible adventures as well 
as the science behind his discoveries. 

ORDER FROM AMAZON  

To be continued... 
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